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Begin with the fact that everyone on this planet exists as a physical body inhabited
by a spirit. Everyone knows this at some level, but we don't normally think about this
and the implications of it.
Without a spirit the body cannot live, and without a body the spirit lacks a material,
physical vehicle to do work in this dimension. The spirits that inhabit us are
immortal and boundless and easily transcend both time and space. Our bodies are
like space suits---the means for the spirit to adapt to and operate in this
environment.
Vast, vast amounts of energy are required to create and maintain this three
dimensional reality. The amount of energy it takes to create and maintain your
fingernail is currently beyond your wildest imagination.
Your spirit which exists as ordered energy is able to plug into the energy grid of the
Universe and it generates a spirit body to do so. This spirit body has organs just like
your physical body has organs---- eyes for example ---- but it also has its own
peculiar organs including the spinning energy vortices called chakras.
You are thus a marriage of immortal spirit and mortal body. This appears to some
people to be a mismatch, as if you must hate one and love the other, but this is a
basic misunderstanding. An astronaut may find fault with his spacesuit. He may
chafe against its clumsiness and restraints. Yet, he needs his spacesuit to survive in
space, and would be a fool to abuse it.
The same holds true for our physical body. We may chafe against its limits,
including its short lifespan, but if we want to explore and interact with the Third
Dimension we need our body to serve as our vehicle.
Okay, given all this, it should be apparent that there are different kinds of spirits,
just as there are different kinds of physical bodies. The spirit of an angel is different
than the spirit of a man, yet either may inhabit a man's body, and while in the flesh
they are close enough to mate and create viable offspring.
Think of two quite radically different species of horse, for example----a draft horse
and a carriage horse. Or an Airedale and a Springer Spaniel. They can mate. They

can have viable fertile offspring. That isn't saying that they should mate or that life
for the offspring is going to be easy, but physically, you can cross a Dachshund with
a Bulldog and you wind up with something that is recognizably a "dog".
Thus in many instances in the Bible angels are described as looking like comely
men---those that went down to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah for example---though
obviously also different enough for Abraham to recognize them for who and what
they were.
Satan is an angel who mated with Eve to produce Cain---- a man without a
conscience. To this day, about five percent of all people are born with no innate
sense of right or wrong, and they create the lion's share of all the trouble in the
world.
They can be taught social do's and don'ts the same way a dog can be trained to fetch
slippers, but as to why something is wrong or right, or how to know the
difference----all that is a mystery to them. They continue to ask, "Am I my Brother's
keeper?" and they continue to tell lies and half-truths because they have no internal
yardstick. They see no reason to prefer truth to falsehood. For them, there is no such
thing as morality, so they become natural proponents of immorality.
Cain spawned progeny like himself, the Canaanites, and they in turn spawned their
own religion--- Satanism. Satanists practice to deceive in every way imaginable.
Every lie and half-truth is a prayer to their Father, the Father of all Lies. Think of
Brer Rabbit and the Briar Patch. Think of Jacob Rothschild loaning you your own
assets at interest. Think of training you to call yourself a "United States Citizen" so
that from childhood you are taught to unknowingly cling to your chains.
Satanism in turn became associated early on with another venal religion of the
Mideast --- the Sumerian cult of Ashtoreth---- also known as Astarte, Isis, Cybele,
and Columbia. Yes, as in "District of Columbia". You see Ashtoreth's image all over
the Middle East: a beautiful woman with rays of light coming out of her head. A
giant statue of her stands in New York Harbor. It's called the "Statue of Liberty".
People need to remember that "liberty" is what British sailors are given when they
reach port and it has nothing to do with freedom.
Ashtoreth is called the "Mother of Harlots" and the "Mother of all Abominations". The
religion she founded practices sex as a sacrament, blood sacrifices, infanticide,
capital punishment inflicted by being burned alive, worship of idols, and chief among
the idols--- graven images, also known as money.
It used to be common to see bas relief carvings of handsome, curly-haired, one-eyed
Satan copulating with Ashtoreth, but as their cults have come forward into the
modern world fewer and fewer of these remain. Apparently, the adherents of these
ancient profane religions don't want you to make the connection and figure out what
is going on.
These religions have been suppressed many, many times because they are so nasty,
so vicious, so deceptive, and so destructive. Sodom and Gomorrah, the Great Flood,
Carthage, Phoenicia, and the Druids in Great Britain---- all associated with these
religious practices and their suppression.

For millennia these religions have been associated with the sea. Take a good look at
the Greek god Poseidon, the god of the sea? Horns, scaly tail, curly hair, carrying a
trident. It doesn't take rocket science to figure out that Satan and Poseidon are onein-the-same. It also doesn't require a lot of thought to see why these religions are
associated with civilizations that have been great sea-going powers and why the Law
of the Sea is infamously unjust, an "upside down law" where people are presumed
guilty until proven innocent, positive arguments have to be stated as negative
averments, and facts can only be established by asking questions.
This is the flip-side of our British heritage, the dirty secret hidden in plain view. The
British Monarch has always occupied two offices, one Christian, one Pagan, just like
the Pope. For those who have followed Muu'ad Dibh's charges against the Queen for
violation of her Coronation Vow, it all now makes sense. In one office she promises
not to create legislation, and with the other hand, in another office, she signs it by
the reams.
This connection with Satanism also explains the long-standing bad reputation of the
British Government and the appellation "Perfidious Albion". Take a hard look at what
Britain did to cause the current situation in the Middle East. They came under the
guise of establishing a "Protectorate" ---- so they drew some lines on a map and
arbitrarily labeled it "Palestine" and thereby also created "Palestinians" out of thin
air.
Then, having created one "group" via this labeling process, they set out to create the
opposing team by dumping a lot of displaced European Jews on the same little plot of
ground.
This was done with malice aforethought, deliberately, to create, enhance, and
guarantee conflict between the arbitrarily defined Palestinians ---most of whom are
Muslim Arabs, and Israelis----most of whom are Jewish.
Then the perpetrators stood back and let the two sides begin duking it out, and they
have faithfully done so ever since, resulting in multiple wars, terrorism and genocide.
This Satanic practice of labeling groups according to arbitrary differences and then
playing them off against each other is Satan's Standard Operating Practice----which
is more than simply "divide and conquer". It's divide to conquer, profit, and
commandeer.
Britain's set up of the whole Middle Eastern conflict is a picture book perfect example
of Satanism applied. First you identify and label two groups--- let's call them
Republican and Democrat. Then you pit them against each other. And use this for
your own ends.
In the case of the Republican v. Democrat match up, the purpose isn't to wage war
or even to engage in any honest corporate policy debate. The purpose is to keep the
American people hoodwinked and enthralled and entertained---- keep us believing
that this sideshow is "our government" and that we have a voice in it and that our
votes count----when in fact absolutely none of these statements are true----and to
keep us voting in their elections instead of booting up and operating our own
government.

Driven by the false idea that the United States is America and the false presumption
that the federal corporation is their government, millions of Americans faithfully trot
to the polling stations and vote in private foreign corporate elections every year----thereby needlessly blaming themselves for the outcomes and identifying themselves
as "United States Citizens"----when in fact their votes don't count for anything but a
popularity poll and most importantly, they are participating in the affairs of a foreign
government.
What if someone convinced you that "Sweden" meant "America"? It's a good trick,
but imagine that that happened somehow. Now imagine that the same people
convinced you that a single Swedish corporation was the government of America and
convinced you that when you voted for officers to run that privately owned
corporation you were instead voting for people to fill public offices.
THAT is what has happened here, and it is the height of Satanic deception at its
finest. The Holy See and the British Monarch set the fraud up after the Civil War and
have milked the fraud and deception ever since. France got in on the act after the
Second World War, and now we have to deal with the UN.
Absolutely all of this has been accomplished via semantic deceits, half-truths, and
deliberate deceptions, using Satan's full basket of tricks. And it is all fraud.
The good news is that we finally caught onto it.
Once you realize that the United States is not America and that you are not (most
likely) a "United States Citizen" nor a "citizen of the United States", it is easy to see
why you are not eligible to vote in their elections and also easy to see why you
should not do so.
Instead, you need to be expatriating yourself from any presumption of "United
States Citizenship" and putting your energy and money into fully restoring your own
government and especially concentrating on restoring your court system at the local
and state level.
Without your own court system and your own enforcement capability you are at the
mercy of their foreign statutory and martial law courts and that is where they have
been fleecing us blind and oppressing us for so long. They are only able to do this
because of our ignorance and failure to run our own courts, and it is therefore very
much to their advantage to keep us ignorant and bamboozled.
Imagine the set up they've got? They have control of all our public lands and
resources and the benefit thereof, without having to pay a penny. They get to issue
"money" on our credit-- just boot up the printing presses and exchange their
promises to pay for our gold and silver and land and labor and everything else that is
actual and factual on a "dollar for dollar basis". They get to charge us whatever they
want for all the services they provide and sell us services we don't want, like
Obummercare. They get to steal our children. They get to conscript us into their
mercenary armies. They get to steal our homes and land. They get to import drugs
and aliens into our country. They get to run human trafficking operations and sell
slave bonds. They get to do all this and they also get to throw you in jail and make
more profit off of your labor and from charging you for this "service". They get to
tax you into oblivion and do it all with a sanctimonious veneer of "legality" backed up
with Mall Cop corporate "sheriffs" for hire.

Are you sick of it yet? Ready to get off your duff, learn a few things and kick some
judicial rump clear to the ceiling?
Then stop talking about Trump and Hillary. Stop thinking of yourself as a "United
States Citizen". Stop mistaking the "United States" for America. Stop being
complacent, helpless, exhausted, and scared of people who are taking their
paychecks from your purse.
Whether they be men or fallen angels, they are due a major come-uppance from
God's Children.
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